  

	
  

ADVANCE PRAISE FOR ONE DOOR CLOSES: OVERCOMING
ADVERSITY BY FOLLOWING YOUR DREAMS
“One Door Closes is testament to the power of the human spirit. Overcoming Adversity
continues to be the breeding ground of empowerment and the inspiration to continue to
pursue dreams. Tom and Jared have not only experienced this themselves, but they have
assembled an amazing group of people that have similar experiences. I highly
recommend this book to anyone looking for inspiration and encouragement to never let
their dreams die!”
Rick Muhr, Co-Founder & Head Coach, The Marathon Coalition
“Some days your mind and soul just crave encouraging sustenance. That’s what Tom and Jared
have put together here—a compilation to assure you that you deserve to live your dreams and a
nurturing step-by-step guidebook to show you how to get there.”
Lauren Muscarella, Founder, Trauma to Art: Turning Grief into
Creative Expression
“I recommend One Door Closes to every person struggling to find direction in their life! This
book reinforces the power each one of us has inside. Unleashing this power leads to success
ONLY if we decide to follow OUR personal dream, and only then can we come to an amazing
place in our life. Those who choose to follow their dreams, despite sometimes difficult
obstacles, experience amazing results! In their book, Tom and Jared bring to life thought
provoking stories that leave us wondering…Am I really following MY DREAM?”
Richard J. Markiewicz, Senior Professional Human Resources,
Certified Professional Empowerment Coach
“One Door Closes is a wonderfully inspirational and spiritually uplifting book that leaves the
reader with gratitude and hope. It shows the power of positive thoughts and makes you realize
how short life is. Furthermore, it empowers you to take positive, directed steps to live the life
you envision for yourself. A masterpiece!”
Dr. Karen Way, Holistic Chiropractic Physician

  

